1. Meaning of High Hedges minimum of 2 or more evergreen trees. Some individual trees can extend to widths of 5 metres or more which is as bad as a hedge.

2. The proposed charges to the complainant can be prohibitive to OAPs.

3. Some cannot sell their houses and move as nobody wants to buy their house.

4. In my own case:
   In SUMMER We cannot get any sunlight into our garden until after 4.30/5pm.
   In WINTER We do not see any sun at all due to the height of the trees and the lower height of the sun at that time.

5. Approaching the owner of the trees has had no effect.

6. If the law is passed and the defendant refuses to cut the trees and the Council has to enforce a compulsory order to deal with the matter it would seem only fair that the defendant should also pay the legal costs of the complainer.

7. Constantly looking into high trees can become very depressing and affect health.

8. We shall be very pleased to see an end to this situation.